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TI89 Titanium Exercises - Part 10. Entering matrices directly in the HOME screen’s entry line 1) Enter your nxm matrix using this format: [[ a11, a12, …,a1m][a21, a22, …a2m] … [an1, an2, …, anm]] This is a matrix A with n rows and m columns, i.e., Anxm = [aij]. 2) To enter a row vector use: [u1, u2, …, un]. 3) To enter a column vector use: [[u1][u2]…[un]] In summary, you need an opening and closing bracket to define a matrix or vector. Matrix rows are entered in brackets also. Here’s an example:



Examples of vector entry:



Functions in the MATH/Matrix sub-menu The MATH/Matrix sub-menu is activated by using [2nd][MATH], and selecting 4:Matrix. The figure below shows the functions available in the sub-menu.
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Creating matrices. In order to demonstrate the use of these functions, I have put together several scripts (see TI Exercises No. 6 to learn about scripts) using the Text Editor. The first script (mats1) reads as follows: -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Script Comments [in this document only, not in script) -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:Matrix manipulation Title of script :=================== :Create random matrices C:Rand Seed 2006 Seed random number generation C:randMat(3,3)->a3x3 Create random-integer matrix store in a3x3 C:randMat(3,1)->a3x1 etc. C:randMat(1,3)->a1x3 C:randMat(3,3)->b3x3 :Augmenting C:augment(a3x3,a3x1) Augment a3x3 with a3x1 C:augment(a3x3,a1x3) :Extracting submatrix C:submit(a3x3,1,2,2,3) Extract matrix from element (1,2) to (2,3) :Identity matrix C:identity(3)->i3x3 Create a 3x3 identity :Diagonal matrix C:diag([1,2,3,4]) Create matrix with given vector as diagonal C:diag({1,-2,3,-4}) Create matrix with given list as diagonal :Extract diagonal C:diag(a3x3) Extract diagonal of a matrix as a vector :Dimensions and norms C:dim(a3x3) Dimensions of matrix C:rowDim(a3x1) Row dimension C:colDim(a1x3) Column dimension C:norm(b3x3) Frobenius norm of matrix C:rowNorm(b3x3) Row norm C:colNorm(b3x3) Column norm :Determinant C:det(a3x3) Calculate determinant :Zeros matrix C:newMat(3,3)->z3x3 Create a matrix of zeros :Constants matrix C:newMat(3,3)->c3x3 Create a matrix of zeros C:Fill -5,c3x3 and fill it with -5 everywhere :Transpose C:a2x3T Obtain the transpose of a matrix :Inverse C:ax2x^(-1)->a3x3inv Use A^(-1) to obtain the inverse of a matrix --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------• • •



The variable names used, such as a3x3 mean to represent a matrix of 3 rows and 3 columns, etc. The arrow (->) represents [STO]. All the functions used, e.g., augment, diag, randMat, etc., were obtained from the MATH/Matrix menu (see above). Run this script to see the results of all the commands listed. Some of the results from this script are shown in the following page.
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Matrix operations. The second script (mats2) illustrates the use of matrix operations: -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Script Comments [in this document only, not in script) -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:Matrix operations Title of script :=================== C:a3x3+b3x3->d3x3 Add matrices and store sum in d3x3 C:a3x3-b3x3 Matrix subtraction C:a3x3-a3x3 Results in a zero matrix C:a3x3+z3x3 Adding a zero matrix C:-5*a3x3 Multiplying by a scalar C:2*a3x3-3*b3x3 Linear combination of matrices C:a3x3*b3x3 Matrix multiplication C:b3x3*a3x1 Matrix multiplication C:a3x1*a1x3 Matrix multiplication C:a3x3*a3x3inv Produces identity matrix C:a3x3*i3x3 Multiplying with identity matrix
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C:a3x3^2 Squaring a matrix Squared added to a transpose C:a3x3^2+b3x3T :Term-by-Term Examples of term-by-term operations (*) C:a3x3.+b3x3 Addition (redundant) C:a3x3.-b3x3 Subtraction (redundant) C:a3x3.*b3x3 Multiplication C:a3x3./b3x3 Division (redundant) --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(*) Term-by-term operations require the use of a dot (.) before the operation symbol, i.e., a3x3.*b3x3, etc. This is different than the matrix multiplication a3x3*b3x3. Addition and subtraction of matrices is already a term-by-term operation, therefore, the use of the dot (.) before the addition (+) or subtraction (-) operators is redundant. Some of the results from this script are shown in the following figure:



Row operations and echelon forms. The third script (mats3) illustrates the use of matrix row operations for applications in linear algebra. The script and its results are shown below.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Script Comments [in this document only, not in script) -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:Row operations Title of script :============== C:[2,1,3,13;3,-3,5,12;3,6 C:-1,12]->a3x4 Enter a 3x4 matrix C:mRow(1/2,a3x4,1)->a3x4_1 Multiply ½ to row 1 in a3x4 C:mRow(-1/3,a3x4_1,2)->a3x4_1 Multiply -1/3 to row 2 in a3x4_1 C:rowAdd(a3x4_1,1,2)->a3x4_1 Add rows 1 and 2 in a3x4_1 C:mRowAdd(-3,a3x4_1,1,2)-> a3x4_1 Multiply -3 to row 1 of a3x4_1 and add it to row 2 C:mRow(2/3,a3x4_1,2)->a3x4_1 C:mRow(2/9,a3x4_1,3)->a3x4_1 C:mRow(-1,a3x4_1,2,3)->a3x4_1 C:mRow(-9/10,a3x4_1,3)->a3x4_1 C:ref(a3x4) Row echelon form of matrix a3x4 (similar to last result) C:mRowAdd(1/9,a3x4_1,3,2)-> a3x4_1 C:mRowAdd(-3/2,a3x4_1,3,1)-> a3x4_1 C:mRowAdd(-1/2,a3x4_1,2,1)-> a3x4_1 C:rref(a3x4) Row-reduced echelon form (similar to last result) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Applications of echelon forms to linear systems The original matrix a3x4 used in this exercise was:



A3×4



3 13⎤ ⎡2 1 ⎢ = ⎢3 − 3 5 12⎥⎥ ⎢⎣3 6 − 1 12⎥⎦



Notice that the row operations before the command ref(a3x4) produce a row echelon form (ref) of the original matrix, namely:



⎡1 1 / 2 3 / 2 13 / 2⎤ ⎢0 1 − 1 / 9 5 / 3 ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣0 0 1 3 ⎥⎦ The command ref(a3x4) produces an optimized row echelon form, in which row swapping is included to ensure that the pivot term has the largest absolute value. (The pivot term is typically the element of the form akk at column k when that column is being filled with zeroes below that particular element). The ref produced by the calculator is:



⎡1 − 1 5 / 3 4 ⎤ ⎢0 1 − 2 / 3 0 ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣0 0 1 3⎥⎦ Additional row operations in either of the two ref matrices shown above produce the rowreduced echelon form, or rref, i.e.,



⎡1 0 0 1 ⎤ ⎢0 1 0 2 ⎥ . ⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣0 0 1 3⎥⎦ Note: The only row operation not included in the exercise above was rowSwap. The typical call to this function is rowSwap(a,n,m) indicating the swapping of rows n and m in matrix a. Applications of row operations, ref and rref in linear algebra: The matrix A3x4 represents the augmented matrix of coefficients of a system of linear equations such as: 2x + y + 3z = 13 3x -3y + 5z = 12 3x -6y - z = 12 The ref matrix produced by the calculator can be interpreted as the following system of linear equations: x – y + 5/3 z = 4 y -2/3 z = 0 z=3 Finally, the rref matrix produced by the calculator can be interpreted as the solution: x y



z



=1 =2 =3
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More row operations. The fourth script (mats4) illustrates the use of matrix row operations including row swaps to select pivot elements with the largest absolute value. Using this approach, it is possible to reproduce the result of the ref function applied to the original matrix. A listing of the script follows. Type it in your calculator and check the results on your own. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Script Comments [in this document only, not in script) -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:Row operations Title of script :============== C:[2,1,3,13;3,-3,5,12;3,6 C:-1,12]->a3x4 Enter a 3x4 matrix C:rowSwap(a3x4,1,2)->a3x4_1 Swap rows 1 and 3 in matrix a3x4 C:mRow(1/3,a3x4,1)->a3x4_1 Multiply 1/3 to row 1 in a3x4 C:mRow(-1/2,a3x4_1,2)->a3x4_1 Multiply -1/2 to row 2 in a3x4_1 C:rowAdd(a3x4_1,1,2)->a3x4_1 Add rows 1 and 2 in a3x4_1 C:mRowAdd(-3,a3x4_1,1,3)-> a3x4_1 Multiply -3 to row 1 of a3x4_1 and add it to row 2 C:mRow(-2/3,a3x4_1,2)->a3x4_1 C:mRow(1/9,a3x4_1,3)->a3x4_1 C:rowSwap(a3x4_1,2,3)->a3x4_1 C:mRowAdd(-1,a3x4_1,2,3)->a3x4_1 C:mRow(9/5,a3x4_1,3)->a3x4_1 C:ref(a3x4) Row echelon form of matrix a3x4 (same as last result) C:rref(a3x4) Row-reduced echelon form of a3x4 C:rref(a3x4_1) Row-reduced echelon form of a3x4_1 (same as above) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and solutions to linear systems. The fifth script (mats5) illustrates the use of functions proper from linear algebra, e.g., calculating eigenvalues and eigenvectors. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Script Comments [in this document only, not in script) -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:Linear Algebra Title of script :============== C:[[2,1,3][3,-3,5][3,6,-1]] ->a Enter a 3x3 matrix (A) C:[[13][12][12]]->b Enter a 3x1 vector (b) C:eigVl(a) Calculate eigenvalues of A C:eigVc(a) Calculate eigenvectors of A (columns of matrix) C:a+aT->aa Create a symmetric matrix (AA) C:eigVl(aa) Calculate eigenvalues of AA C:eigVc(aa) Calculate eigenvectors of AA C:a^(-1)*b Calculate solution x = A-1*b of system A*x = b C:rref(augment(a,b)) Calculate solution of A*x = b using rref C:simult(a,b) Calculate solution of A*x = b using simult -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Type in this script and run it in your calculator. Verify the following results: •



Eigenvalues of A = {6.41705 -0.937576 -7.47947}



•



Eigenvectors of A =



⎡ − 0.55717 − 0.722792 − 0.151488⎤ ⎢− 0.520877 0.367485 − 0.689315⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣ − 0.646722 0.585257 0.708446 ⎥⎦ •



Matrix AA:



6 ⎤ ⎡4 4 ⎢4 − 6 11 ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣6 11 − 2⎥⎦ •



Eigenvalues of AA = {12.9422



•



Eigenvectors of AA =



-1.72654



-15.2157}



⎡0.626344 0.778208 − 0.04566 ⎤ ⎢0.486145 − 0.43572 − 0.757503⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣ 0.60939 − 0.45226 0.651233 ⎥⎦



•



⎡1 ⎤ ⎢ ⎥ A *b = 2 ⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣3⎥⎦



•



⎡1 0 0 1 ⎤ ⎢ ⎥ rref(augment(a,b)) = 0 1 0 2 ⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣0 0 1 3⎥⎦



•



⎡1 ⎤ ⎢ ⎥ simult(a,b) = 2 ⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣3⎥⎦



-1



Notice that the last three results represent the solution of the linear system used earlier, namely, 2x + y + 3z = 13 3x -3y + 5z = 12 3x -6y - z = 12
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Matrix factorization LU factorization In LU (Lower-Upper) factorization, a matrix A is decomposed into a lower-triangular (L) and an upper-triangular (U) matrix, such that P*A = L*U, where P is a permutation matrix. As an example, using the symmetric matrix AA shown above (which should be stored in variable aa), we will write: LU aa, al, au, ap Where variables al, au, and ap will contain, respectively, the lower-triangular, uppertriangular, and permutation matrices corresponding to matrix aa, i.e., for



6 ⎤ ⎡4 4 ⎢ ⎥ aa = 4 − 6 11 , ⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣6 11 − 2⎥⎦ the calculator shows the following results:



⎡0 0 1 ⎤ ⎢ ⎥ ap = 0 1 0 , al = ⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣1 0 0⎥⎦



0 0⎤ ⎡ 1 ⎢2 / 3 1 0⎥ , au = ⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣2 / 3 1 / 4 1⎥⎦



11 −2 ⎤ ⎡6 ⎢0 − 40 / 3 37 / 3⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣0 0 17 / 4⎥⎦



Notice the lower-triangular and upper-triangular shapes of matrices al and au, respectively. Verify the result P*A = L*U, by calculating the expression ap*aa – al*au Which should produce a matrix of zeros. QR factorization In QR factorization, a matrix A is decomposed into a matrix Q whose columns are unit vectors, and an upper triangular matrix R, such that A = Q*R. Using matrix aa, previously stored, try the following command: QR aa, qa, ra The resulting matrices are:



⎡ 2 17 ⎢ ⎢ 17 ⎢ 2 17 qa = ⎢ 17 ⎢ ⎢ 3 17 ⎢⎣ 17



357 357 − 16 357 357 10 357 357



⎡ 4 21 ⎤ ⎥ ⎢2 17 21 ⎥ ⎢ − 21 ⎥ ⎢ 0 , ra = ⎢ 21 ⎥ ⎥ ⎢ − 2 21 ⎥ ⎢ 0 21 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣



29 17 17 − 10 357 17 0



4 21 ⎤ ⎥ 21 ⎥ − 190 35 ⎥ , 357 ⎥ 17 21 ⎥⎥ 21 ⎥⎦



Verify that aa = qa*ra, by typing: aa-qa*ra, which should result in a zero matrix.
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Problems on matrix applications Problems on matrix applications come up from different disciplines in mathematics, science, and engineering. Many problems of statics, dynamics, solid mechanics, fluid mechanics, quantum mechanics, differential equations, etc., utilize matrices. For example, the determination of principal axes for strains and stresses in solid and fluid mechanics involves solving for eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 3×3 matrices. The reader is invited to seek applications of matrices in his or her textbooks of math, science, and engineering. Additional problems on matrix applications with the calculator Perform the following miscellaneous problems with matrices and solution of linear systems: General matrix operations (1) Find the matrix product: [[‘cos(θ)’, ‘sin(θ)’],[‘-sin(θ)’,‘cos(θ)’]]* [[‘cos(θ)’, ‘-sin(θ)’],[‘sin(θ)’,‘cos(θ)’]] (2) Find A2 = A*A, and A3 = A*A2, if A = [[2,3],[1,0]]. (3) Given A = [[1,3],[-2,0]], B = [[2,1],[-1,2]], show that (A+B)*(A-B) ≠ A2-B2. (4) Show that A*B = B*A = I (the identity matrix) where A = [[3,-4,2],[-2,1,0],[-1,-1,1]] and B = [[1,2,-2],[2,5,-4],[3,7,-5]]. (5) Show that A2 = I, where A = [[-1,-1,-1],[0,1,0],[0,0,1]]. Symmetric and anti-symmetric matrices Symmetric matrices are those square matrices for which aij=aji, for i≠j, while antisymmetric matrices are those square matrices for which aij=-aji, for i≠j. Given a square matrix A, a symmetric matrix can be formed as As = A + AT, where AT represents the transpose of A. On the other hand, an anti-symmetric matrix is formed by using Aa = A A T. (6) For matrix a3x3 defined earlier, form symmetric and anti-symmetric matrices as and aa. (7) For matrix b3x3 defined earlier, form symmetric and anti-symmetric matrices bs and ba. (8) Calculate the determinant, rank, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors of matrices as, aa, bs, and ba calculated in (6) and (7) Complex, conjugate, conjugate transpose, Hermitian, and skew-Hermitian matrices If a matrix has complex elements it is referred to as a complex matrix (as opposite to a real matrix, i.e., one with real numbers as elements). The matrix ⎯A whose elements are the complex conjugate of the corresponding elements of a complex matrix A is know as the conjugate matrix of A. The matrix A* = (⎯A)T= ⎯AT is known as the conjugate transpose matrix of A. A matrix A such that A = A* is known as a Hermitian matrix. A matrix A such that A = -A* is known as a skew-Hermitian matrix. (9) Create a complex matrix C = A +i*B, where matrices A and B are matrices a3x3 and b3x3 defined above. (10) Obtain the conjugate matrix ⎯C (CBAR) for matrix C in (9). (11) Obtain the conjugate transpose C* (CSTAR) for matrix C in (0). (12) Form a Hermitian matrix C1 = C + CSTAR. (13) Form a skew-Hermitian matrix C2 = C – CSTAR. (14) Calculate the determinant, rank, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors of matrices CBAR and CSTAR. Solution of homogeneous systems of equations A system of equations of the form A*X = 0, where A is a square matrix n×n and X is the vector of n unknowns X = [X1 X2 … Xn]T is known as an homogeneous system of equations. If det(A) ≠ 0, matrix A is said to be nonsingular and the only possible solution for the system
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is the trivial solution, X = [0 0 … 0]T. However, if det(A) = 0, matrix A is said to be singular and a non-trivial solution exists for X. This non-trivial solution typically gives n-1 unknowns as parametric functions of one of the unknowns which becomes the parameter. For example, if we select Xn as the parameter, say Xn = t, then X1 = f1(t), X2 = f2(t), …, Xn-1 = fn-1(t). To obtain the solution, therefore, we need to re-write the system as a (n-1)×(n-1) system of equations and move the unknown that will become the parameter, e.g., Xn, to the right-hand side. For example, consider the system: X1 + X2 – X3 = 0 -4X1 + 5X2 + 7X3 = 0 2X1 - X2 - 3X3 = 0 with A = [[1,1,-1],[-4,5,7],[2,-1,-3]]. Check with the calculator that det(A) = 0, thus a nontrivial solution exists. In order to obtain such solution, make X3=t, select the two top equations and rewrite the system as: X 1 + X 2= t -4X1 + 5X2= -7t This system can be solved now by using, for example, function simult. The result is: [[(-7*t-1+t*5)/9][(-7*t+t*4)/9’]] Geometrically, these three parametric equations represent a straight line in space. (15) Determine the solution to the system: 4X+3Y–2Z=0, -5X+7Y+Z=0, -12X–9Y+6Z=0. (16) Determine the solution to the system: 2X+3Y+Z-3W=0, -X+Y-4Z+3W=0,3X+6Y-Z-4W=0, 6X+11Y-Z-9W=0.
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